
HOMEPAGE

- The site navigation bar provides access to all other sections of the 
system.

- Directly under the navigation bar is the Matter selector to select the 
matter you require.

- The center of the page contains the Dashboard Reports including:
- Custodian Ranks
- Status of the Evaluation stages
- PDA Cost estimates for Collection
- Data Source Collection Status

EVALUATION

Provides access to the initial Survey and Interview sections of the EO 
Workflow. 
- The colored icons note the status of each step. Clicking  them takes 

you to that section.
- The Data Sources icon notes the number of Data Sources identified 

for each custodian.
- The Custodian Rank is the Rank assigned to the Custodian based on 

the Assessment Interview. 
- The Custodian Report provides a brief fact sheet on each custodian 

including, address, job title and status of each Evaluation stage.

PROPORTIONAL DISCOVERY ASSESSMENT

Presents a clear picture of the priorities for Custodian Data Sources collection. 
- The X axis represents the Data Source Burden Rank.
- The Y axis represents the Custodian Rank.
- Reading from top to bottom, left to right, the custodians in the far left, top 

quadrant are the highest priority and their Data Sources are the least 
burdensome. In the example, there are 6 custodians and 16 Data Sources in 
that quadrant.

- The icons to the left/right represent all of the custodians and Data Sources in 
that quadrant (highest, high priority/low or medium burden). 

Click on the quadrants on the Heatmap and drill down for additional data on the 
Custodians and Data Sources in that quadrant.

1.  A chart depicting the Collection Status by Data Source type.
2.  A map identifying each state where Data Sources are located.
3. A bar graph showing the overall collection costs broken out by Approved or 

Not Approved Data Sources.
4. A complete list of all the Custodian Data Sources, their Rankings and their 

locations.
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